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Abstract—The development of Artificial intelligent (AI), deep
learning and computer vision technologies has enabled various
new applications and features of intelligent vehicles. However,
there are still application scenarios that have not been addressed,
such as the new social and human-vehicle interaction within
the intelligent vehicle cabin, where social vision could play an
important role. To this end, this letter presents a summary of dis-
cussions as part of Distributed/Decentralized Hybrid Workshop
on Sustainability for Transportation and Logistics (DHW-STL)
dedicating to the development of sustainable interaction systems.

Index Terms—Social Vision, Parallel Vision, Knowledge Vi-
sion, Foundation Vision, intelligent vehicles, social interaction,
sustainability

I. INTRODUCTION

Artificial intelligent (AI) and computer vision technologies
have been widely used to capture and analyze social signals,
human movements, and emotions to assist interaction between
humans and machines [1]–[8]. For example, body gestures can
express specific behavioral intentions [9], which are widely
analyzed to interact with robots and computers. Facial ex-
pressions convey rich emotional information and thus play
an important role in social and human-machine interaction.
Jack et al. [10] even discovered significant cultural differences
in emotional facial expression between western and eastern
people, which provided a further understanding of emotional
expression for social and human-machine interaction.

Recently, research suggested that the popular large language
model ChatGPT [11]–[14] could be brought to the field of in-
telligent vehicles to improve interaction experience. However,
there is still a range of unexplored scenarios for social and
human-machine interaction with the prevalence of intelligent
vehicles, such as smart vehicle cabins, driverless public buses,
training, and entertainment venues.

The advent of intelligent vehicles will enable significant
changes in the passengers’ role and behaviour without the need
of actually driving the vehicles. The interaction among the
passengers and even between passengers and the vehicle will
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also have new and dramatic changes resulting in a shift in be-
haviours. Furthermore, compared with the conventional model
where drivers directly control vehicles, passengers may have
more direct interaction with the intelligent vehicles and other
passengers. In such scenarios, the question of how passengers
should engage in social interactions during the journey and
communicate with the vehicle becomes a crucial issue. These
challenges require fundamental changes in the design and
application of new related technologies. In this letter, we sum-
marize the discussions held at the Distributed/Decentralized
Hybrid Workshop on Sustainability for Transportation and Lo-
gistics (DHW-STL) about Social Vision for intelligent vehicles
and their relationships in the context of autonomous driving
and social interaction. The main concepts discussed include
Foundation Vision, Knowledge Vision, Parallel Vision and
Social Vision.

II. SOCIAL VISION FOR INTELLIGENT VEHICLES

We first present four key concepts: Foundation Vision,
Knowledge Vision, Social Vision and Parallel Vision. Then,
we briefly report the discussion on their relationships.

Foundation Vision refers to a new vision framework con-
sisting of a vision operation system based on the foundation
model and active vision with the ability to handle versatile
foundational large models, multimodal data and scenario mod-
els. It has a comprehensive capability to deal with various
vision-based tasks, such as object detection [15], image seg-
mentation [16], emotional expression [17], reconstruction [18],
and classification [19]. Foundation Vision provides an effective
way to augment humans and machines as well as automating
the processing of large models and scenarios from a diverse
range of sensors or data sources, including images, text, sound,
cognitive signals, etc.

Knowledge Vision draws inspiration from the field of
knowledge engineering, aiming primarily to incorporate hu-
man knowledge into computer vision models [20]–[22]. Usu-
ally, a structured methodology is employed to represent human
knowledge and establish structured knowledge that directs the
training of visual models. By following this approach, visual
models can acquire improved perceptual and understanding
capabilities, as discussed in [21].

Parallel Vision is a systematic virtual-real framework,
which is derived from the artificial societies, computational ex-
periments, and parallel execution (ACP) technology in parallel
control systems [23]–[26]. It shares the fundamental concept
with the digital twin [27]–[30] but with a more comprehensive



Fig. 1. The overall architecture of Social Vision for intelligent vehicles

and theoretical elaboration. Parallel Vision includes the paral-
lel operation of virtual simulation systems and real systems.
This involves running artificial scenarios in a virtual simulation
to explore possible real-world occurrences and using parallel
execution to guide and optimize the real systems [31].

Social Vision can be traced back to its origin in social psy-
chology within the realm of social sciences and visual research
in natural sciences [32], [33]. Social Vision plays a critical
role in the development and maintenance of social cognition,
which relies on the human visual system to process visual cues
during interaction. In [34], Wang suggested a new direction
and possibility combining social vision in psychology with
computer vision in engineering and science that redefined
social vision as an interdisciplinary field for intelligent science,
technology, and social studies. In this letter, we extend social
vision to a broader concept underpinned by foundation vision
focusing the application on interaction in terms of intelligent
vehicles. It includes the process of obtaining human’s (e.g.
passengers) emotions, physical behaviors, and intentions from
their social signals, such as body gesture, facial expressions,
speech, heart rate, and blood pressure. Subsequently, these
signals are integrated into Foundation Vision and Knowledge
Vision, through establishing a comprehensive framework to
facilitate concurrent operation in both the virtual and real
domains using Parallel Vision.

Fig. 1 shows the overall architecture of the Social Vision
for intelligent vehicles. During the operation of intelligent
vehicles, signals are captured, perceived and processed through
the communication of Foundation Vision, Social Vision and
Knowledge Vision. Parallel Vision provides an essential plat-
form for interactive training and evaluation of the data from

these three spaces.

III. A VISION FOR TRANSPORTATION 5.0 AND
INDUSTRY 5.0

To conclude, this letter presents a Social Vision framework
based on the report [34] and the DHW-STL workshop dis-
cussion, specifically for the intelligent vehicles application.
This framework provides the first step toward a vision for the
social and human-vehicle interaction in the context of intel-
ligent vehicles [35], [36]. With the prevalence of metaverse
technologies [37], [38], the integration of Social Vision with
the metaverse will open a door for a broader spectrum of
social and human-machine interactions, which would play an
important role in Transportation 5.0 and Industry 5.0 [39]–
[41].
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